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Abstract: Most of the existing Chinese keyword fuzzy searchable encryption schemes realize fuzzy keyword 

search utilizing the wildcard and gram methods to construct the fuzzy set, which consumes a lot of storage and 

computation overheads. In this paper, we propose a novel Chinese multi-keyword fuzzy rank searchable 

encryption scheme, which achieves efficient fuzzy keyword search without constructing a large fuzzy set. First, 

the Chinese keyword is converted to the pinyin string, which is partitioned based on unigram, or the mandarin 

consonant, vowel and tone of pinyin. Then, we design two Chinese keyword vector generation algorithms to 

convert a pinyin string into a keyword vector. Moreover, the locality-sensitive hashing and Bloom filter are 

utilized to construct the fuzzy keyword search algorithm. We design two schemes to realize the Chinese fuzzy 

multi-keyword search, and all of them utilize a single Bloom filter as the encryption index of a document. The 

cloud storage server only needs to add (or delete) an encrypted file and its encrypted index to realize the 

dynamic update of the files. To improve the accuracy of the rank, a three-factor rank algorithm is proposed. 

The theoretical analysis and experimental results indicate that the proposed schemes realize Chinese 

multi-keyword fuzzy search, more accurate search result rank, guarantee the data security, and save a large 

amount of storage and computation costs. 

Keywords: searchable encryption; cloud computing; fuzzy Chinese keyword; Locality-sensitive hashing;  

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of cloud computing [1], a large amount of sensitive data is stored in the cloud 

[2]. The cloud server provides high-quality data storage services and reduces the data storage and maintenance 

overheads at the user side. In order to protect the data privacy, it is a common solution to encrypt data and then 

upload them into cloud server for outsourced storage. However, the unreadability of the ciphertext also hinders 

the data usability, such as the commonly used keyword search function. If the quantity of stored data is not 

large, the user can download all the data to the local computer, decrypt them and then operate keyword search 

on the plaintext documents. With the increase of the outsourced data, this method is obviously not applicable. It 

is a tough task to search over a large amount of encrypted data. 

Song et al. [3] put forth the concept of searchable encryption to deal with the problem of keyword search 

over encrypted data. To improve the search efficiency, Chang et al. [4] built an index for each document to 
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facilitate the data retrieval. Wang et al. [5, 6] proposed a rank searchable encryption scheme to support the 

single-keyword search. It calculates the tf idf  (term frequency - inverse document frequency) of the 

keyword in the document [7], which is encrypted by the order-preserving encryption (OPE) methodology [8, 9]. 

Then, rank the match files according to the encrypted tf idf values, and return the top-k documents to users, 

which are the most relevant documents. Hong et al. [30] proposed a multi-keyword searchable encryption 

scheme, which builds multi-keyword search indices at the server side. Cao et al. [10] constructed a new 

multi-keyword rank searchable encryption scheme using the vector space model [11] and secure KNN (k-nearest 

neighbor) algorithm [12]. The scheme encrypted the index vector and the query vector with two different 

matrixes. Then, the generated encrypted indexes vector and the encrypted query vector are multiplied using the 

inner product algorithm, and the multiplication product is the relevance score, which is utilized in the rank 

process. However, these schemes only support accurate keyword search and the queried keyword must be 

exactly the same as the predefined keyword in the encrypted index, which is obviously not quite practical.  

Li et al. [13] proposed a fuzzy search scheme, which constructs the keyword fuzzy sets using the gram 

method. Later, Li et al. [14] proposed a fuzzy keyword searchable encryption scheme, which constructs the 

keyword fuzzy set with wildcards. If the queried keywords contain spelling mistake, the scheme can also find 

out the match result, which improves the users' search experience. Wang et al. [15] utilized the wildcards and 

index trees to design fuzzy search scheme. Chuah and Hu [16] constructed a multi-keyword fuzzy search scheme 

based on BedTree to improve the search efficiency. 

But the above schemes are aimed to achieve fuzzy search of English keyword, because Chinese characters 

are typical non-letter language and words are flexible and diverse, so the above schemes do not apply to 

Chinese keyword fuzzy search. Cao et al. [17] proposed a plaintext fuzzy search scheme based on Chinese 

pinyin, but it cannot achieve the search on ciphertext. Chen et al. [18] used alphabet-based string similarity 

measure to achieve ciphertext fuzzy search scheme of Chinese keywords. Shi et al. [31] utilizes the translation 

method to construct a Chinese fuzzy keyword searchable encryption scheme. However, Shi’s work does not 

take the characteristic of Chinese into consideration, which cannot satisfy Chinese user’ requirements. 

However, the above fuzzy searchable encryption schemes must pre-construct the fuzzy sets, which 

consumes a large storage space in the cloud. For example, in the wildcard based fuzzy keyword set 

construction method, the size of fuzzy keyword set exponentially increases with the edit distance, which 

consumes a lot of computation and storage overheads. Yang et al. [19] utilized n-gram method to deal with 

keywords and generated the simhash fingerprint of the fuzzy keyword set using simhash algorithm, which 

greatly reduces the storage space and computation time. Wang et al. [20] and Fu et al. [21] combined LSH 

(locality-sensitive hashing) [22] and secure KNN (k-nearest neighbor) methods to design a new multi-keyword 

fuzzy searchable encryption scheme. Although the above schemes do not need to construct the fuzzy keyword 

sets, they are designed for English fuzzy keyword search rather than Chinese fuzzy search. 

In this paper, we construct a novel Chinese multi-keyword fuzzy rank searchable encryption scheme. The 

main contributions are summarized as follows. 

(1) Novel Chinese fuzzy multi-keyword search. We propose a Chinese fuzzy multi-keyword rank 

searchable encryption scheme without pre-constructed fuzzy keyword set. A Chinese keyword is converted into 

the corresponding pinyin string. Then, two vector generation algorithms are designed to transform the keyword 

pinyin string into keyword vector: Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm based on pinyin string (see 
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section 4.1 for the details), Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm based on the unigram (see section 5.2 

for the details). Then, build a Bloom filter as the encrypted keyword index for each document and insert the 

keyword vectors (in the document) into Bloom filter using the LSH function. If the input values of the LSH 

function are similar, the outputs are equal with a high probability. Using this characteristic, the authorized user 

can get the match results with high probability even though the query keyword contains some spelling errors. 

Thus, our scheme realizes fuzzy Chinese multi-keyword rank search. 

(2) Efficient keyword index storage. This scheme does not need to construct a large pre-constructed 

keyword fuzzy set. We only need to convert a keyword to a vector, and then insert the keyword vectors into the 

Bloom filter using the LSH function. The keyword index of each document is a Bloom filter, which greatly 

reduces the computation and storage overhead. 

(3) Return more accurate rank result. In this scheme, the weighted zone score is introduced for more 

precise match result rank, which gives keyword different weights according to its occurrence domains in the 

document. The weighted zone score of keyword, Euclidean distance and keyword frequency are combined to 

realize three-factor ranking algorithm, which realizes more accurate rank. 

(4) Supporting dynamic document update. The other existing schemes [5, 6, 23, 24, 25, 26] utilize tf idf  

value in the keyword index encryption algorithm, which is influenced by the document updates such that these 

schemes [5, 6, 23, 24, 25, 26] cannot support dynamic document updates. In our scheme, we utilize term frequency 

instead of tf idf  to avoid the influence brought by the document update. When an encrypted document is 

inserted (or deleted), the other encrypted keywords indexes are not influenced. 

(5) Simulation demonstrates the efficiency of the scheme. Extensive simulations are done to evaluate 

the performance of our scheme, which show that this scheme realizes the fuzzy Chinese multi-keyword rank 

search based on LSH, has better efficiency and returns more accurate rank results.  

2. System and Threat Model 

2.1. System Model 

The system model is shown in Figure 1, which consists of the follwoing parties. The main notations used 

in this paper are shown in Table 1. 

(1) Data owner is responsible to generate encrypted keyword index and encrypted documents, which are 

outsourced to the cloud server for secure storage. The data owner extracts the keyword set 1 2( , , , )nW w w w   

from the document, utilizes Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm to convert the keywords into vectors, 

generates the encrypted index ( )SKEnc   and encrypts the plaintext document set 1 2( , , , )mF f f f   into 

ciphertext set 1 2( , , , )mC c c c  . Finally, the data owner sends the ciphertext set C  and the encrypted index 

( )SKEnc   to cloud server. 

(2) Authorized data user submits search requests to the cloud server to issue keyword search query. The 

authorized data user figures out the query keyword set 1 2( , , , )Q q q q  , converts the query keywords into 

vectors using Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm, and then constructs the trapdoor QT . Then, the 

generated trapdoor ( )SK QEnc T  is submitted to cloud server for multi-keyword rank search. 

(3) Cloud server is responsible to store data owners' encrypted files with encrypted indexes, and responds 

to data users' search request. Receiving the query trapdoor ( )SK QEnc T  from the authorized data user, the cloud 
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server calculates the relevance score of the encrypted index ( )SKEnc   and trapdoor ( )SK QEnc T . Then, the 

cloud server ranks the search result and returns top- k most relevant results to the data user according to the 

calculated relevance scores. 
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Figure 1. System Model 

Table 1. Notations 

Symbols Notations Symbols Notations 

if / ic  Plaintext/ciphertext documents 1 2( , , )
   

Q q q q Query keyword vector set of file Q  

1 2( , , , )nW w w w   Keyword set ip / yi  Syllable segmentation set of keyword iw / iq  


iw /


iq  Keyword vector of iw / iq  
1 2( , , )iW w w

  
  Keyword vector set of file if  

1 2( , , , )mI I I   Index set 1 2( , , , )Q q q q  Query word set 

2.2. Threat Model 

Assume that the cloud server is “honest-but-curious”, who is honest to perform the search operation for 

the authorized data user, returns the match results, and does not delete the encrypted index and ciphertext 

stored by the data owners. The cloud server is also curious to make statistical analysis on the search query and 

search result to get some additional information about the keyword and the plaintext of the stored encrypted 

documents. This paper focuses on the known ciphertext model [20, 21, 26], which assumes that the cloud server 

can only access the encrypted documents，the secure indexes and the submitted trapdoors. The cloud server 

also records the search results.  

3. Preliminaries 

3.1. Weighted Zone Ccore 

The title, abstract and body in a document are usually considered as different domains [7]. Keywords in different 

domains usually have different importance. Keywords in the title are the most important, keywords in the abstract 

are the second important, and keywords in the text are the least important. Assume that each document has   

domains and the corresponding weight coefficients are 1, [0,1]g g   which satisfies         

1
1ii

g



 . Let 1i   denote that a keyword appears in the i -th domain; otherwise, 0i  . The weighted 

zone score of a keyword in a document is defined as 
1

= i ii
Z g

 
 . 

3.2. Locality Sensitive Hashing 

Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) functions [22] hash close items to the same hash values with high 

probability. A hash function family H is 1 2 1 2( , , , )r r p p -sensitive if any two items x , y and h H , 1 2r r , 

1 2p p  satisfy: if 1( , )d x y r ， 1[ ( ) ( )]Pr h x h y p  ；if 2( , )d x y r ， 2[ ( ) ( )]Pr h x h y p  ；where ( , )d x y  
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is the distance between x  and y , e.g. Euclidean distance. 

3.3. Bloom Filter 

Bloom filter [27] is an efficient data structure which can quickly determine whether an element belongs to a 

collection. A Bloom Filter is a  -bit array, which is initially set to 0 in all positions. For a given set 

1 2={ , , }nS a a a   , it uses l -independent hash functions *{ | :{0,1} [1, ], [1, ]}H h h l       to map each 

element ia S  into the  -bit array by setting the value of the position to be 1. To check whether an element 

q  is in the set S , we map it using the hash functions *{ | :{0,1} [1, ], [1, ]}H h h l       to get the l  

positions. If any value of the l  position is 0, q S ; otherwise, q S  or q  yields a false positive. As shown 

in Figure 2, the keyword “searchable” is mapped to Bloom filter, where 20  ， 4l  . The values of the four 

positions  2,8,14,17P   in the Bloom filter are set to be 1.  

10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

searchable

 

Figure 2. An Example of Bloom Filter 

4. Basic Chinese Multi-keyword Fuzzy Rank Search Scheme 

In this section, we propose a basic Chinese multi-keyword fuzzy rank search scheme (BCMS), which 

utilizes Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm based on pinyin string to convert a pinyin string into a 

keyword vector. Moreover, the LSH function and Bloom filter are utilized to realize the fuzzy keyword search 

algorithm. The BCMS scheme supports dynamic document update and saves a large amount of storage and 

computation costs. 

4.1. Chinese Keyword Vector Generation Algorithm based on Pinyin String 

If pinyin string of a Chinese keyword is considered as an English letter string, the inserting, deleting and 

replacing of the letters in the pinyin string may result in an invalid one. The edition operation over pinyin string 

is defined as follows. (1) Only the consonants or vowels in the same syllable change; (2) The consonants and 

vowels in the same syllable simultaneously change; (3) The mandarin tone changes. 

w a o ...e ... ing ong ...m ... ... ypb

Concosant Vowel

23 24 31 3332 34 41 42 43 4413 14 21 221211

1st word 2nd word 3rd word 4th word

Word Position
and Tone

1st tone 2nd tone 3rd tone 4th tone

Word Position and Tone

 

Figure 3. Structure of a Keyword Vector in BCMS 

Firstly, Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm converts a Chinese keyword into a pinyin string, which is 

separated to consonant, vowel and tone. The structure of a keyword vector is shown in Figure 3. This scheme uses 

a 63-bit vector to represent a keyword. The first 23 bits represent 23 mandarin consonants in Chinese, the middle 

24 bits represent 24 vowels, and the last 16 bits represent the word position and tone (it has the format “ab”, where 

“a” represents the 1st、2nd、3rd、4th word in the keyword and “b” represents four Chinese tones in pinyin). If the 

element exists in the pinyin string, the corresponding position is set to 1; otherwise, the position is 0.  For example, 

the syllable segmentation set of the keyword "实验" is {sh, i, 12, y, an, 24}, where "12" indicates that the 1st word "

实" in the keyword "实验" is 2nd tone, "24" indicates that the 2nd word "验" in the keyword "实验" is 4th tone.  
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Syllable Segmentation Set
{ sh , i , 12 , y , an , 24 }

{ 12 , 24 }{ sh , y }  { i，an } 

{ sh , i , 12 , y , ang , 24 }
Syllable Segmentation Set

{ sh , y }  { i , ang } 

Consonant Set Vowel Set Tone Set

{ 12 , 24 }

Consonant Set Vowel Set Tone Set

1 ... 0 1 ... 1 ... 1 ......

1 ... 1 0... ... 1 ... 1 ...
1w


1 ... 1 ......

1 ... 1 ......
1q


Extracted Keyword Vectors

Query Keyword Vectors

Extracted Keyword
Syllable Segmentation Set

{ zh , ong , 11 ,  w , en , 22 }

{ 11 , 22 }{ zh , w }  { en , ong } 

{ zh , ong , 11 ,  w , en , 22 }
Syllable Segmentation Set

{ zh , w }  { en , ong } 

Consonant Set Vowel Set Tone Set

{ 11 , 22 }

Consonant Set Vowel Set Tone Set

1 ... 1 ... 1 ...1

1 ... 1 1 ... 1 ...1 ... 1 ......

1 ... 1 ......

Extracted Keyword

1q = 实样

w = 中文2

2w


 
2q


Query Keywords Query Keywords

w = 实验1

q2= 中文  

Figure 4. An Example of BCMS 

As shown in Figure 4, assume that the user wants to query the keyword "实验". Due to the spelling 

mistake, he enters the query keyword "实样" by substituting the mandarin vowel "an" with "ang" (In Chinese, 

the confusion of the former nasal vowel and the latter nasal vowel happens with high probability). In traditional 

hash algorithms, if a pinyin string of keyword is misspelled, the output of the hash function will be completely 

different from the original output. The vectors iw


and iq


 in this scheme are processed by the LSH function to 

insert them into Bloom filter, which outputs the keyword index and query trapdoor, respectively. According to 

the characteristics of the LSH function, the hash values are equal with high probability when the inputs are 

similar. The Euclidean distance between the vector of the keyword "实验" and vector of the keyword "实样" is 

only 2 . Their hash values are equal with high probability after being processed by the LSH function. 

Although the data user inputs a misspelled query keyword "实样", our scheme can still find the match result 

related to the keyword "实验". 

4.2. Scheme construction 

The concrete algorithms of BCMS are described as below. (Figure 5 shows an example of keyword index 

and trapdoor construction.) 

(1) Setup: The keyword set 1 2( , , , )nW w w w   is extracted from the plaintext files 1 2( , ,F f f , )mf . 

(2) KeyGen(  ): On input a security parameter  , this algorithm generates a vector S  and two 

invertible matrices 1 2{ , }M M , where {0,1}S   and 1 2, {0,1}M M   . The secret key SK  consists of the 

triple 1 2{ , , }S M M . Then, the data owner generates a symmetric key sk  to encrypt the documents. 

(3) BuildIndex ( , , )F SK l : Data owner selects l  LSH functions from the LSH family 
63{ :{0,1} {0,1} }H h 

  . For each document, build a  -bit length Bloom filter as the keyword index. The 

keyword index set is denoted as 1 2( , , , )mI I I  . The generation process is described as below. 

a) Use Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm based on pinyin string to generate the keyword 

vector jw


 for each keyword jw . The keyword vector set of the document if  is 1 2( , , )iW w w
  

 . 

b) Each keyword vector jw


 is hashed using the LSH functions h H  (1 l  ), which are inserted 

into Bloom filter iI . 

(4) EncIndex ( , )SK : According to the vector S , the index iI  is split into 'iI  and ''iI . If the j -th bit 

of S  is 0, set '[ ] ''[ ] [ ]i i iI j I j I j  ; if the j -th bit of S  is 1, '[ ]iI j  and ''[ ]iI j  are set to be random 

values such that '[ ] ''[ ] [ ]i i iI j I j I j  . Then, encrypt 'iI  and ''iI with key SK and obtain 

1 2( ) { ', ''}T T
SK i i iEnc I M I M I , 1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ), , ( ))SK SK SK SK mEnc Enc I Enc I Enc I  . Finally, the data owner uploads 

the encrypted keyword index set ( )SKEnc   to the cloud server. 

(5)EncFile ( , )F sk : Data owner uses a symmetric encryption algorithm to encrypt the document set 
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1 2( , , , )mF f f f   to the ciphertext set 1 2( , , , )mC c c c  , and uploads them to the cloud server. 

(6)Trapdoor ( , , )Q SK l : When an authorized user makes a search query, he specifies a query keyword set 

1 2( , , , )Q q q q  . Then, generate a  -bit Bloom filter trapdoor for Q , which is described as follows. 

a) Use the Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm based on pinyin string to generate the query 

keyword vector jq


for each query keyword jq Q .  

b) Use the LSH functions h H   (1 l  ) to hash the query keyword vectors, which are inserted into 

Bloom filter QT . 

(7) EncTrapdoor ( , )QT SK : According to the vector S , the trapdoor QT  is split into 'QT  and ''QT . If the 

j -th bit of S is 0, the '[ ]QT j  and ''[ ]QT j  are set to be random values such that '[ ] ''[ ] [ ]Q Q QT j T j T j  ; if the 

j -th bit of S  is 1, set '[ ] ''[ ] [ ]Q Q QT j T j T j  . Then, encrypt 'QT  and ''QT  with key SK  and obtain 
1 1

1 2( ) { ', ''}SK Q Q QEnc T M T M T  . Finally, the data user uploads the encrypted trapdoor ( )SK QEnc T  to the cloud. 

(8) Query ( ( ), ( ), )SK SK QEnc Enc T k : According to the encrypted keyword index ( )SK iEnc I  and the 

trapdoor ( )SK QEnc T , cloud server calculates the relevance scores of the encrypted documents, sorts all the 

relevance scores and returns top-k encrypted documents to the data user. The relevance score of document is 

calculated as 1 1
1 2 1 2( ) ( ) { ', ''} { ', ''} ' ' '' '' .         T T

SK i SK Q i i Q Q i Q i Q i QEnc I Enc T M I M I M T M T I T I T I T  

 (9)Decrypt ( , )C sk : The authorized data user decrypts the returned top-k ciphertext using the symmetric 

key sk  distributed by the data owner to recover the plaintext document. 

Index Bloom Filter

... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 0 ... 1 ... 1 ...

... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 0 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ...

“实验”

“实样”

... 1 ... 1 ... 1 0 ... 1

... 1 ... 1 ... 1 0 ... 1

... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 1

“中文”

“中文”

... 1 ...

... 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1 1 ... 1 ...

Trapdoor Bloom Filter

2w


1w


Extracted Keyword Vectors

Query Keyword Vectors

LSH function

LSH function

1q


2q


(a) Construction of Index

(b) Construction of Trapdoor  

Figure 5. An Example of Index and Trapdoor Construction 

4.3. Analysis of the BCMS scheme 

(1) Support dynamic document update. The BCMS scheme uses a single Bloom filter as a keyword 

index for a document. It is not necessary to change the encrypted keyword indexes of the original dataset to 

add a new document (or delete an old document). The data owner calculates the term frequency and weighted 

zone score of the keywords in the new document, inserts encrypted index and ciphertext of the new document 

(or deletes the old document's encrypted index and ciphertext). Finally, the encrypted new document is 

uploaded to the cloud (or delete the encrypted old document) to achieve a dynamic document update. 

(2) Save storage and computation overhead. In the traditional keyword searchable encryption scheme 

based on pinyin string [13, 14], they use the wildcard or gram method to construct the fuzzy keyword sets to 

achieve fuzzy keyword search, which wastes a lot of storage space and computation resources. Our schemes 

are compared with these schemes [13, 14]. For the schemes using the wildcard based fuzzy keyword set 

construction method, assume that the length of the keyword iw  (1 )i n   is L , the sizes of the fuzzy set 
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,1iwS , ,2iwS  and ,3iwS  are 2* 1 1L   , 1 1 1 2
1 22L L L LC C C C     and 1 3 2 2 12 2L L L L LC C C C C     with editing 

distance d =1,2,3, respectively. Therefore, the size of the keyword fuzzy set is ( )dO L  [14] with edit distance 

d  and length L . The size of the fuzzy set ,' iw dS  constructed by the gram method is 1L L L d
L L LC C C        

[13]. Although the storage cost of the gram method is less than that of the wildcard method, it still needs a large 

amount of storage space. The computation costs of the above two methods come from calculating the hash 

values for the fuzzy set when constructing encrypted keyword index and the trapdoor. With the increasing of 

the edit distance d and length L , the size of fuzzy keyword set increases rapidly. As a result, the storage and 

computation overheads grow rapidly too. 

Our scheme does not need to construct a fuzzy keyword set. The data owner generates a keyword vector 

for each keyword and the storage space is not affected by L  and d . The storage space of each keyword is 

(1)O . To insert the keyword vector into the Bloom filter, l  times LSH function calculations are required, 

which obviously has better efficiency than the above mentioned schemes. 

4.4. Problem of the BCMS scheme 

Table 2 shows an example of the BCMS scheme, in which a set of query keywords with spelling mistakes 

are shown and compared. For example, a user wants to search for the keyword "实验", but he enters the query 

keyword "试验", which changes the tone of the first word. The syllable segmentation set of the keyword "实验

" is {sh, i, 12, y, an, 24} and the syllable segmentation set of the query keyword "试验" is {sh, i, 14, y, an, 24}, 

The Euclidean distance between the two keyword vectors is 2 . Then, the encrypted documents with the 

keyword "实验" can be returned even though the query keyword is "试验". 

In Table 2, the Euclidean distance between the original keyword vector and the query keyword vector is 

the same when the mandarin consonant, vowel, tone changes or a similar pronunciation occurs. There are many 

pronunciation similarities in Chinese keywords, such as "zh" and "z", "en" and "eng". In general, there are six 

pairs of common pronunciation similar pairs. The mandarin consonant pronunciation similar pairs are 

{/sh/and/s/，/ch/and/c/，/zh/and/z/}, and the vowels pronunciation similar pairs are {/an/and/ang/，/en/and/eng/，

/in/and/ing/}. Therefore, the similar pronunciation issue should be considered when we deal with the Chinese 

keyword fuzzy searchable encryption problem. The difference between pronunciation similar pairs should be 

less than the difference of the changes of the mandarin consonant and vowel. The BCMS scheme does not 

consider this issue nor the term weight of the keyword such that the search result is not accurate enough. 

Table 2. Query examples in the BCMS and ECMS scheme 

Change (consider a syllable) Query word Syllable segmentation set Euclidian distance

original keyword 实验 
BCMS: {sh, i, 12, y, an, 24} 

ECMS: {s1, h1, i1, 12, y2, a2, n2, 24} 

0 

0 

change of a consonant 实干 
BCMS: {sh, i, 12, g, an, 24} 

ECMS: {s1, h1, i1, 12, g2, a2, n2, 24} 

2  

2  

change of a vowel 实业 
BCMS: {sh, i, 12, y, e, 24} 

ECMS: {s1, h1, i1, 12, y2, e2, 24} 

2  

3  

change of a consonant and a vowel 实物 BCMS: {sh, i, 12, w, u, 24} 2 
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ECMS: {s1, h1, i1, 12, w2, u2, 24} 5  

change of a tone 试验 
BCMS: {sh, i, 14, y, an, 24} 

ECMS: {s1, h1, i1, 14, y2, a2, n2, 24} 

2  

2  

similar pronunciation 实样 
BCMS: {sh, i, 12, y, ang, 24} 

ECMS: {s1, h1, i1, 12, y2, a2, n2, g2, 24} 

2  

1 

similar pronunciation and change of tone 石羊 
BCMS: {sh, i, 12, y, ang, 22} 

ECMS: {s1, h1, i1, 12, y2, a2, n2, g2, 22} 

2 

3  

original keyword 故事 
BCMS: {g, u, 14, sh, i, 24} 

ECMS: {g1, u1, 14, s2, h2, i2, 24} 

0 

0 

change of position 事故 
BCMS: {sh, i, 14, g, u, 24} 

ECMS: {s1, h1, i1, 14, g2, u2, 24} 

0 

10  

5. Enhanced Chinese Multi-keyword Fuzzy Rank Search Scheme  

In the BCMS scheme, the vectors of the keywords "故事" and "事故"  are the same. If the data user 

queries the keyword "故事", the encrypted documents containing both "故事" and "事故" are all returned to 

the data user, which is obviously not reasonable. In order to solve this problem, we propose an enhanced 

Chinese multi-keyword fuzzy rank search scheme (ECMS), which utilizes Chinese keyword vector generation 

algorithm based on unigram to convert a pinyin string into a keyword vector. It enlarges the difference of 

diverse change patterns in the pinyin string to make the rank result more accurate. Moreover, the three-factor 

rank algorithm is designed, which combines the Euclidean distance of the keyword vectors, keyword frequency 

and weighted zone score. 

5.1. Chinese Keyword Vector Generation Algorithm based on Unigram 

Unigram is a method in natural language processing to divide a word into single symbols. For example, 

the output of the English word "cloud" processed by the unigram method is the set {c, l, o, u, d}, and that of the 

Chinese keyword "可搜索加密" is the set {可，搜，索，加，密}. The unigram based Chinese keyword vector 

generation algorithm is introduced as follows. 

... z2 a3 ...b3 z3 a4 b4 ... z4... z1 a2 b2b1a1

1st
Word

2nd
Word

3rd 
Word

4th 
Word

...

Word Position
and Tone

23 24 31 3332 34 41 42 43 4413 14 21 221211

1st word 2nd word 3rd word 4th word

1st tone 2nd tone 3rd tone 4th tone

Word Position and Tone

 

Figure 6. Structure of a Keyword Vector in ECMS 

Firstly, convert the Chinese keyword into pinyin string, and split the pinyin string using unigram method. 

The structure of a keyword vector is shown in Figure 6. This scheme uses a 120-bit vector to represent a 

keyword. The 1st 26 bits represent 26 characters in English for the 1st word in the keyword, the 2nd 26 bits 

represent that for the 2nd word, the 3rd 26 bits represent that for the 3rd word, the 4th 26 bits represent that for the 

4th word, and the last 16 bits represent the word position and tone (the same as that in BCMS). If the element 

exists in the pinyin string, the corresponding position is set to 1; otherwise, the position is 0. For example, the 

syllable segmentation set of the keyword "故事" is {g1, u1, 14, s2, h2, i2, 24} using unigram division method, 

where "g1" indicates that the English symbol “g” comes from the 1st word "故". 
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{ g1 , u1 , 14 , s2 , h2 , i2 , 24 }

1 ... 1 ... 1 1 ... 1... ... 1 ... 1 ...

1 1 ... 1 ... 1 ... 1... ... 1 ... 1 ...

{ s1 , h1 , i1, 14 , g2 , u2 , 24 }

3w


Extracted Keyword Vectors

Query Keyword Vectors

Syllable Segmentation Set of Extracted Keyword

Syllable Segmentation Set of Query Keyword

3


q

w = 故事3

q3= 事故

 

Figure 7. An Example of ECMS 

In BCMS scheme, "故事" and "事故" are two completely different keywords. But their syllable 

segmentation set are the same and denoted as {g, u, 14, sh, i, 24}. Using ECMS, the syllable segmentation sets 

of "故事" and "事故" are {g1, u1, 14, s2, h2, i2, 24} and {s1, h1, i1, 14, g2, u2, 24}, respectively. Thus, we 

succeed to distinguish the disordered keywords. 

5.2. Scheme construction 

The ECMS scheme utilizes unigram based Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm to generate the 

Chinese keywords vector and three-factor rank algorithm to improve the accuracy of the rank results. The 

three-factor represents Euclidean distance between keyword vectors, weight of keyword information and 

weighted zone score. Therefore, the difference between the ECMS scheme and the BCMS scheme lies in the 

construction of the keyword index and trapdoor. In order to simplify the description, this subsection only 

describes the difference between the ECMS scheme and the BCMS scheme. 

(1)BuildIndex ( , , )F SK l . 

 Calculate the keyword frequency weight ,t fwf . Sublinear scaling method [7] is used to calculate the 

keyword frequency weight: if , 0t ftf , , ,= 1 logt f t fwf tf ; if , =0t ftf , , = 0t fwf , where ,t ftf  represents the 

term frequency of the keyword t  in document f . 

 Calculate weighted zone score ijZ . Each document has three domains: title, abstract and text. Set the 

weight coefficients of these domains as 1g , 2g , 3g , respectively, which satisfy 1 2 3g g g  . Let 1i   denote 

that a keyword appears in the i -th domain in the document; otherwise, 0i  . Then, calculate the weighted 

zone score of the keyword jw . For instance, if a keywords jw  appears in the title and the text (not in 

abstract) of a document if , we set 1 1  , 2 0  , 3 1  . The weighted zone score of the keyword jw  in 

document if  is 1 2 3 1 31 2 3ijZ g g g g g          . 

 BuildIndex: Data owner selects l  LSH functions from the LSH family 63{ :{0,1} {0,1} }H h 
  . For 

each document, build a  -bit length Bloom filter as the keyword index. The keyword index set is denoted as 

1 2( , , , )mI I I  . The generation process is described as below. 

a) Use Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm based on unigram to generate the keyword vector 

jw


 for each keyword jw  in the document if .  

b) Each keyword vector jw


 is hashed using the LSH functions h H  (1 l  ), which are inserted 

into Bloom filter iI . The hash value inserted into Bloom filter is ,( ) /j fi twfZ l , rather than the value 1 in the 

BCMS scheme. 

(2) Trapdoor: When an authorized user makes a search query, he first enters a query keyword set 

1 2( , , , )Q q q q  . Then, generate a  -bit Bloom filter trapdoor for Q  and the generation process is 

described as follows. 

a) Use the Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm based on unigram to generate the query keyword 

vector jq


for each query keyword jq Q .  
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b) Use the LSH functions h H   (1 l  ) to hash the query keyword vectors and insert them into 

Bloom filter QT . 

(3) Query. According to the encrypted keyword index ( )SK iEnc I  and the encrypted trapdoor ( )SK QEnc T , 

the cloud server calculates the relevance scores of the encrypted documents, sorts all the relevance scores and 

returns top-k encrypted documents to the data user. The relevance score of document is calculated as 

1 1
1 2 1 ,2 1

( ) ( ) { ', ''} { ', ''} ' ' '' '' ( ). 


           t
nT T

SK i SK Q i i Q fQ i Q i Q i Q ijj
Enc I Enc T M I M I M T M T I T wfT I T I Z  

5.3. Analysis of the ECMS scheme 

(1) Support document dynamic update. The ECMS scheme introduces weight information and the 

domain weighted scores of keywords to improve the accuracy of rank results. This ECMS scheme uses 

keyword frequency weight ,t fwf  to replace the tf idf  weight used in most of the existing schemes [5, 6, 23, 24, 

25, 26]. The reason is that the tf idf  weight method involves the inverse document frequency tidf . It indicates 

the rareness of the keyword t  in the whole document set and defined as log( / )t tidf N df , where N  is the 

document number, tdf  is the number of documents that contain the keywords t .  

Obviously, when the number of the total documents changes, the inverse document frequency tidf  of the 

keyword t  will change. Then, all the original encrypted keyword indexes should be rebuilt such that these 

existing schemes [5, 6, 23, 24, 25, 26] cannot support dynamic document update. On the contrary, our ECMS scheme 

substitutes tf idf  with keyword frequency weight ,t fwf , which is not influenced by the other inserted or 

deleted documents. Thus, the ECMS scheme supports dynamic document update.  

 (2) Improvement of the rank accuracy. In ECMS, the three-factor rank algorithm is designed to 

improve the rank accuracy. In BCMS, some of the Euclidian distances are the same shown in Table 2 and 

cannot distinguish the different change patterns in the pinyin string, such as the mandarin consonant, vowel or 

tone changes, or a similar pronunciation. In ECMS, the Euclidian distances are different shown in Table 2 such 

that the different changes in the pinyin string can be distinguished in the rank algorithm due to the 

characteristic of the LSH function. For example, the Euclidian distance between the vector of similar 

pronunciation and original word vector is reduced from 2  to 1. Then, the difference of Euclidian distance 

caused by the similar pronunciation is less than that of the variation of mandarin consonant or vowel. For 

another example, the Euclidian distance between the vector of position change is enlarged from 0 to 10 . 

Then, the change of position is distinguished from the original keyword. 

6. Performance Analysis 

In this paper, we use 3000 Chinese research papers as the test dataset. Simulation experiments are 

implemented using Java language and TextRank algorithm [28], which is part of the HanLP natural language 

processing package. The TextRank algorithm calculates and ranks the weights of the keywords in documents, 

and selects the top-100 keywords as the keyword set of the document. The Chinese keyword pinyin conversion, 

mandarin consonant, vowel and tone recognition and word frequency statistics in this paper are also handled by 

the HanLP toolkit. The LSH family with parameter ( 3,2,0.56,0.28)  is used in the simulation. We select 

30l   LSH functions and set the length of the Bloom filter as 8000  . The experiments are conducted on a 

desktop computer with CPU i7-2600 3.4 GHz, 16 GB RAM running 64-bit Windows 8 operation system. 
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6.1. Functions Comparison 

In Table 3, the functions of our schemes (BCMS and ECMS) are compared with the schemes in [13, 14, 10, 19, 

18], which are anlyzed below. (1) Multi-keyword search is not supported in the schemes [13, 19, 18], while the 

schemes in [14, 10] and our schemes (BCMS and ECMS) have this function. (2) Weighted zone score is helpful 

to return more accurate rank results, which is realized in our ECMS scheme. However, all the other schemes [13, 

14, 10, 19, 18] do not take this into consideration. (3) Fuzzy search is a frequently used method in the query phase. 

However, the scheme [10] does not support this search pattern. (4) Chinese keyword search is designed 

according to the characteristic of Chinese, which is useful for the Chinese query. Chen’s scheme [18] and our 

schemes (BCMS and ECMS) realize this function using different methods. (5) Rank function enables the 

system to return the most relevant results to the users, which is considered in the schemes [14, 10, 19] and our 

schemes (BCMS and ECMS). (6) Yang’s scheme [19] and our schemes (BCMS and ECMS) realize fuzzy 

keyword search without pre-constructed fuzzy keyword set, which greatly reduces the storage overhead at 

the cloud server. Unfortunately, the schemes [13, 14, 10, 18] do not have this desirable characteristic. 

Table 3. Query examples in the BCMS and ECMS scheme 

Function Li[13] Li[14] Cao[10] Yang[19] Chen[18] BCMS ECMS 

Multi-keyword        

Weighted zone score        

Fuzzy search        

Chinese keyword search        

Rank        

without pre-constructed  

fuzzy keyword set 
       

 

6.2. Storage Overheads Comparison 

We compare the storage overheads of the keyword vectors in our schemes (BCMS and ECMS) and that of 

the wildcard (or gram) based scheme [13, 14] to demonstrate the efficiency of our scheme. 

In our system, the lengths of the keyword vectors in the BCMS and ECMS schemes are 63 bits and 120 

bits, respectively. The keyword vector storage overheads of these two schemes are shown in Figure 8, which 

linearly increase with the number of keywords.  

In order to test the performance of Li’s schemes [13, 14] and make a fair comparison, we construct the fuzzy 

keyword set of Chinese keyword’s pinyin string using Li’s wildcard (and gram) based methods. Then, each 

element in the constructed fuzzy keyword set is mapped into a vector. 

Figure 9 shows the keyword vector storage overhead comparison between BCMS, ECMS and Li’s 

schemes [13, 14]. The implementations of Li’s schemes [13, 14] consists of six colorful lines, which represent the 

gram based fuzzy keyword set method with edit distance 1,2,3d  , and wildcard based fuzzy keyword set 

method with edit distance 1,2,3d  , respectively. The pink line represents the storage overhead of our BCMS 

scheme, which has the least keyword vector storage overhead. The black line represents the storage overhead 

of our ECMS scheme, which has the second least keyword vector storage overhead. ECMS still has far less 
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storage cost compared with Li’s schemes [13, 14]. The subfigure in Figure 9 shows the wildcard based fuzzy 

keyword set method with edit distance 3d  . Since its keyword vector storage space is much bigger than the 

other methods, we put it in a separate subfigure in Figure 9 to make the comparison more clearly. 

Table 4 gives out the keyword vector storage overhead comparison when the keyword numbers are 1000, 

2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000, respectively, which indicates that BCMS scheme has the least storage overhead. It 

can be seen that the fuzzy set storage overheads of Li’s schemes [13, 14] increase rapidly with the edit distance. 

When edit distance is fixed, the gram based fuzzy keyword set construction method requires less storage space 

than the wildcard based method. When d =3 and the keyword number is 5000, the storage overhead of gram 

based method in Li’s scheme [13] is about 86 times of that in the BCMS scheme, and the storage overhead of 

wildcard based method in Li’s scheme [14] is about 813 times of that in the BCMS scheme. 
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Figure 8. Storage overhead of BCMS and ECMS   Figure 9. Storage overhead comparison 

Table 4. The Storage Overhead Comparison 

 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

Gram d=1 [13] 46 91 139 181 232 

Gram d=2 [13] 205 410 639 819 1065 

Gram d=3 [13] 631 1262 2012 2523 3348 

Wildcard d=1 [14] 92 184 282 368 471 

Wildcard d=2 [14] 878 1756 2744 3512 4577 

Wildcard d=3 [14] 5945 11890 19034 23779 31700 

BCMS 8 16 24 31 39 

ECMS 15 30 44 59 74 

6.3. Computation Overheads Comparison 

The trapdoor generation time (encryption time) is the same as the keyword index generation time 

(encryption time) when the keyword numbers are the same. The keyword index generation time (encryption 

time) in BCMS and ECMS is same. The reason is that the generation time equals the LSH function execution 

time and the encryption time is relevant to the length of Bloom filter. Both of the generation and encryption 

time depends on the length of the keyword vector. Thus, we only plot the keyword index generation time of 

BCMS scheme in Figure 10, which increases with the keyword number. Figure 11(a) shows the keyword index 

encryption time of Cao’s scheme[10], Li’s scheme [26] , Fu’s scheme [21] , BCMS and ECMS scheme, which 

Storage(KB) 

Schemes 

Keyword Numbers 
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linearly grows with the document number. Figure 11(b) plots the trapdoor encryption time of these schemes, 

which is a constant and does not grow with the number of query keywords. No matter how many keywords are 

queried, they are all inserted into the Bloom filter. The trapdoor encryption time using the KNN algorithm 

depends on the length of Bloom filter rather than the number of query keywords. 
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Figure 10. Keyword index                Figure 11 (a).                     Figure 11 (b). 

(or trapdoor) generation time          The index encryption time         The trapdoor encryption time        

The query time in the two schemes of this paper is the same since the query algorithm executed by KNN 

depends on the length of Bloom filter rather than the length of the keyword vector. Figure 12(a) shows the 

query time of these schemes, which linearly grows with document number. Figure 12(b) plots the query time of 

these schemes, which is a constant and does not grow with the number of query keywords.  
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Figure 12(a).             Figure 12(b).        Figure 13. Precision      Figure 14. Recall 

Query time varies with |F|  Query time varies with |Q|                          

6.4. Accuracy Evaluation 

Before analyzing the accuracy of the proposed scheme, we first introduce two concepts of the LSH 

function and the Bloom filter: false positive and false negative rates. 

1) False positive rate. When a query keyword q  matches a keyword w  and 2( , )d w q r , the false 

positive situation occurs. Both Bloom filter and LSH function have false positive rate. The false positive rate of 

the Bloom filter using l  hash function with m -bit length is (1 1 / )nlm , where n  indicates that n  

elements are inserted into the Bloom filter. The false positive rate [20] is calculated by the following formula 
( 1)

2(1 (1 ) (1 1 / ) )  n n l lp m , where 2p  is the parameter of LSH function. 

2) False negative rate. If a query keyword q  does not match a keyword w  and 1( , )d w q r , the false 

negative is generated. Bloom filter does not have false negative rate, but LSH function has. The false negative 

rate of LSH [20] is calculated as 1 ( 1)
1 21 (1 (1 )(1 ) (1 1 / ) )     n n l lp p m .  

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the query results, two fundamental notations: precision and recall are 

used in information retrieval field. Precision is the proportion of the relevant documents to all the returned 

results. Recall is the proportion of the relevant documents that are returned to all the relevant documents. The 

relationship among ture/false positive and true/false negative are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5. The relevance of the returned documents 

 Relevance Irrelevance 

Returned documents true positive, tp false positive, fp

Not returned documents false negative, fn true negative, tn

 

The precision and recall can be calculated by / ( ) Precision tp tp fp and / ( ) Recall tp tp fn .               

(1) Precision: Figure 13 shows the precisions of BCMS and ECMS schemes, which increase with the 

number of query keywords. According to the precision analysis of the schemes [20, 21], the precision increases 

with the number of keywords in the query. This is reasonable because as the query keywords increase, the 

impact of false positive caused by the fuzzy keyword will decrease. Similarly, the precisions of two schemes in 

this paper increase with the number of query keywords. Precision of ECMS scheme is higher than that of 

BCMS scheme. The reason is that ECMS scheme utilizes Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm based 

on unigram to deal with the keyword such that different change patterns in the pinyin string can be 

distinguished in the rank algorithm，such as the mandarin consonant, vowel, tone changes or a similar 

pronunciation. And we also introduce weight information, weighted zone score of keywords in documents and 

Euclidian Distance of keyword vectors into the rank algorithm to realize more accurate three-factor rank. In 

addition，ECMS scheme takes into consideration the word location information in the keyword vector 

generation algorithm such that the permutation of words in a keyword may result in different syllable 

segmentation set. Thus, the precision of ECMS scheme increases further. When the number of the query 

keywords is 10, the precisions of BCMS and ECMS schemes are 73% and 86%, respectively. The precision of 

ECMS scheme is 13% higher than that of BCMS scheme.  

(2) Recall: Figure 12 shows the recalls of BCMS and ECMS schemes, which increase with the number of 

query keywords. According to the recall analysis of the schemes [20, 21], the recall decreases when the number of 

keywords increases in the query. This is reasonable because as the query keywords increase, the impact of false 

negative caused by the fuzzy keyword will increases. Similarly, the recalls of two schemes in this paper 

decrease with the number of query keywords. The recall of ECMS scheme is higher than that of BCMS 

scheme. The reason is that ECMS scheme utilizes Chinese keyword vector generation algorithm based on 

unigram to deal with keywords such that different change patterns in the pinyin string can be distinguished in 

the rank algorithm，such as the mandarin consonant, vowel, tone changes or a similar pronunciation. And we 

also introduce weight information, weighted zone score of keywords in documents and Euclidian Distance of 

keyword vectors into the rank algorithm to realize more accurate three-factor rank and return the most relevant 

documents. When the number of all relevant documents does not change, ECMS scheme will return more 

relevant documents. Moreover, ECMS scheme takes into consideration the word location information in the 

keyword vector generation algorithm such that the permutation of words in a keyword may result in different 

syllable segmentation set. Thus, the recall of ECMS scheme increases further. When the number of the query 

keywords is 10, the recalls of BCMS and ECMS schemes are 61% and 87%, respectively. The recall of ECMS 

scheme is 26% higher than that of BCMS scheme. 
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7. Security analysis 

The cloud server obtains the access pattern by recording the uploaded trapdoor and the query results of the 

data users. In known ciphertext model, the cloud server does not get any additional information except for the 

access patterns [29]. 

Theorem 1 The BCMS scheme is secure in the known ciphertext model. 

This article utilizes some notions in [29]. 

 History is ( , , , )H I W W 


, where   is a document set, I  is an index set built from  , 

1( , , )kW w w    is the query keyword set and 1( , )kW w w
  

  is the query keyword vector set. 

 View is ( ) ( ( ), ( ), ( ))sk SK SKV H Enc Enc I Enc W 


, where ( )skEnc   is the encrypted document set (using 

the symmetric key sk ), ( )SKEnc I  is the encrypted index set (using the key SK ) and ( )SKEnc W


 is the 

encrypted query keyword vector set (using the key SK ). The contents in ( )V H  is available for the cloud 

server. 

 Trace of a history is the sensitive information learnt by the cloud server, such as the access pattern. The 

trace of a history is defined as 1( ) { (w ), , ( )}kTr H Tr Tr w   , w(w ) {( , ) ,i ji j jTr s    1 | |}j   , where js  is 

the relevant score of the query keyword iw  in the file j . 

In the known ciphertext model, given two histories { , '}H H  with same trace, it generates ( )V H  and 

'( ')V H , respectively. If ( )V H  and '( ')V H  are not distinguishable, the cloud server (or the attacker) cannot 

obtain any additional information about the index or the document set except for the access patterns. Now we 

prove theorem 1. 

Proof Denote Sim  as a simulator. Given a history H , the simulator Sim  can simulate a View 

'( ')V H  such that the cloud server cannot distinguish ( )V H  and '( ')V H . To achieve this purpose, the 

simulator Sim  operates as below. 

 Sim  randomly selects | |' {0,1} i
i

  , i  ,1 | |i   and ouputs ' { ',1 | ' |}i i     . 

 Sim  randomly generates a vector ' {0,1}S   and two invertible matrices 1 2, {0,1}M M   . The 

secret key is 1 2' { ', ', '}SK M M S . 

 Sim  constructs 'W


and the trapdoor ' ( ')SKEnc W


 for each iw W
 

, 1 i k  . 

1) Generate a vector ' {0,1}iw 


 such that the number of 1 in 'iw


 is same as that in iw


. Then, output 

' { ',1 }iW w i k  
 

. 

2) Generate the trapdoor for each ' '(1 )iw W i k  
 

 and output ' ' ' 2( ') { ( '), ( '), ,iSK SK SKEnc W Enc w Enc w  
  

 

' ( ')}kSKEnc w


. 

 To generate ( ')I  , Sim  operates as below. 

1) Generate a vector ' {0}jI 
   as the index for ' ' (1 | ' |)j j     . 

2) For each (1 )iw W i k   , if i jw  , Sim  sets ' '= + 'j j iI I w 


. 

3) For each ' (1 | ' |)jI j    , Sim  replaces the values of the elements that are bigger than 1 with 1 in 

the vector 'jI . 

4) Set '( ' ) { ,1 | ' |}jI I j     . 

 Sim  encrypts the index ( ')I   using the secret key 'SK  and output ' ' '( ( ' )) ({ } 1jSK SKEnc I Enc I  ，  

| ' |)j   . 

 Sim  sets ' ''= ' ( ( ')) , ( '))SK SKV Enc I Enc W 


( , . 
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Through the above operations, the encrypted index ' ( ( '))SKEnc I   and the encrypted trapdoor 

' ( ')SKEnc W


 generate the same trace as the one that the cloud server has generated. Cloud servers cannot 

distinguish ( )V H  and '( ')V H . Since the documents are encrypted by the symmetric encryption algorithm 

using the secret key sk ，  the cloud server cannot distinguish ( )skEnc  and ' . Moreover, the index 

' ( ( '))SKEnc I  , ( )SKEnc I , trapdoor ( )SKEnc W


, ' ( ')SKEnc W


 are encrypted by the secure KNN algorithm, and 

the vector split process in the encryption process is random. If the cloud server (or the attacker) does not have 

the secret keys SK  and 'SK , they are not able to recover the plaintext index and query keyword. Thus, the 

cloud server cannot get any additional information about the encrypted index or documents set except for the 

access patterns. 

Theorem 2 The ECMS_I and ECMS_II schemes are secure in the known ciphertext model. 

Proof Denote Sim  as a simulator. Given a history H , the simulator Sim  can simulate a View 

'( ')V H  such that the cloud server cannot distinguish ( )V H  and '( ')V H . To achieve this purpose, Sim  

executes the similar operations as in the proof of theorem 1, the difference lies in the generation process of 

( ')I  . The specific operations are described below.  

1) Generate a vector ' {0}jI 
   as the index for ' ' (1 | ' |)j j     . 

2) For each (1 )iw W i k   , if i jw  , Sim  calculates the number of 1 (set the number as  ) in the 

keyword vector 'iw


 and replaces all 1s in 'iw


 with /js  . Then, set ' '= + 'j j iI I w 


. 

3) Set '( ' ) { ,1 | ' |}jI I j     . 

According to the analysis in the proof of theorem 1, the cloud server cannot distinguish ( )V H  and 

'( ')V H . Thus, the cloud server cannot get any additional information about the encrypted index or documents 

set except for the access patterns. 

8. Conclusion 

Most existing Chinese multi-keyword fuzzy search schemes use the traditional wildcard (or gram) based 

methods to construct a fuzzy keyword set and realize fuzzy search, which wastes a lot of storage spaces and 

computation costs. A novel Chinese multi-keyword rank searchable encryption scheme is proposed in this 

paper utilizing locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) function and Bloom filter, rather than constructing the fuzzy 

keyword set. The data users can get the correct match result even though the query Chinese keywords contain 

spelling mistakes. 

The scheme converts a keyword into a vector, which is used to generate the keyword index. It realizes 

efficient fuzzy keyword storage and reduces the computation and storage overhead. A single Bloom filter is 

used as the encrypted keyword index of a document. When adding a new document (or deleting a document), 

the keyword indexes of original dataset are unchanged. It is only necessary to add or delete the new encrypted 

keyword index and the related encrypted document. Thus, this system supports dynamic document update. In 

order to improve the accuracy of rank results, weighted zone score, keyword weight and Euclidean distance are 

introduced in our system to realize three-factor rank algorithm, which improves the accuracy of the rank 

results. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the proposed system not only realizes fuzzy 

Chinese multi-keyword rank searchable encryption function, but also reduces the storage cost of the keyword 

index. This system protects the privacy of data, supports dynamic document update and realizes more accurate 

rank. 
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In this work, some pairs such as “h/sh” are considered as similar pairs, which are not common in Chinese 

language. This problem can be further studied in the future work. 
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